Dear Family,

I trust your father knows our plans and that our mother is getting on

faster and faster, and that you mice is getting on

well. It will take a lot of patience for convalescence after

a long operation, slow and tedious.

I just came home after a trip down town to

see the doctor. You would hardly know me to look at. The

days have been more snow and more scarlet

fever than they have been in the memory of any one living here.

As the papers say. As I came home today, Pots and

The sleeping woman and anyone was to be seen

from every direction came with tears to their face,

and an ever wind blowing. You saw only a few

poor souls in the street but not an accent, some

thing I have never seen before.

It has been cold, for several weeks, but it really started last evening with a

heavy rain in the valley which continued for

six hours without interruption. On the mountain,

and the alpine places of course it was snow.

My visit to Carnarvon last Tuesday afternoon, and
so soon as we got into the house, I went to bed with the Grippe, Saturday Monday was awful bad and in spite of the big fire places the house was cold and every body shivered - the only difference was that I shivered in bed with fever, and the others in the living room, we told it also we were content current for it knew the heavy snow in the mountains broke down some two houses between Mexico City and Camperoon.

When we returned to Mexico the weather had 5 to 8 inches of snow on it and it was like driving through Switzerland in winter, with the high mountains completely covered, every pick of ground was visible to us at some of times to see the ground entirely covered is no novelty - but for the people here it was like a wonderland.

In Mexico City to Cambridge the winter conditions fell to -6 to 7 below zero (Fahrenheit) every night and we have two glimpses of sun except for an hour or so yesterday.
The plan was that the Reformatory was closed until Rain, as well as many parts of the Lower, and the "Capitol" Park looked like Central Park in New York during a big rain storm. Roads were blocked for days in any direction except to Commerce and the direction of Arne. 

The man came diffficult in keeping any letter "Chicka" in the mail. I've been so far. The weather man says the worst is over but the re rains of it.

Fred Camble was coming here for the formal opening of Tsegmudale this last Thursday, but then he got to New Orleans Sunday night by air, he could not go further, I returned to Washington. He was terribly disappointed. I was looking forward to a good visit with him, since the fact we his new job in the Bank, he practically never comes to Mexico and a young Chandler named France who is a very fine fellow comes here for Congress.
Warren is well. I seem to have a job and have
so many of his memories, but when I see what
is happening to so many of men and how
yjoy reliance is reinforced. That became evident
most of the time in Acapulco and it just lock
them for a while but the desire for them to go to
the El's very normal hours & day and the end
of figuring how to go to Acapulco house
for a long stay. Warren's health has not been
well, and just made a trip to the clinic.
He went again where they told him there is
nothing wrong with his heart, and it is ease
a pressure in a nerve. He is going to commence
this week out for the first time six months.
Ed Cason left kind of for the clinic where
a week ago pending because he feels so
remissable. I'm not convince the last but it
is possible that many of our old friends
are sort of breaking up.
My mornings are free, but about 2 p.m. every
day the Wolfe Farm calls me and keeps me
unhappily until 5 or 6 p.m. and the leaves me flat
for the evening as it is so exhausting. I have learned
that it is losing intensity. The doctor says in another
two months it should be well under control. It is
a strange remedy, the last about 12 pounds, and
will have to do something about my wardrobe!

This week we planned to go to Lissnera to
summer for the week and but during the two
planes to face Lissnera. Thursday I shall go
in from of staying in town for we have found
the house here more comfortable than in
Lissnera.

The manager's left by train Tuesday
returning for Berlin, the whole family went
oon is to go to London next month for
some months end then to Paris. Will,
Annita is to be married to a Hindman
the immeidely after Easter: - Illis about 12
your elder than she. Hopeful to see but uncertain,
you rail? Home in with your cord to...christine is really not well, she cannot take
changes in altitude without considerable discomfort.

This is much that I would like to write or
tell you, but you, about that, is, and your own
comfort, and the rest of the world. There is
so much that I cannot begin to write, so

Thus write you this preliminary note.

Wishing you much joy to you and
your, and the children, and to your mother,
families, and the family. Our best love
to your mother. Always faithfully yours,

Yours

My best to Peter when you talk with him.
Tell me about your visit to the Foundation.